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Ban on sale of Liquor in
States and Union Territories
Supreme Court has
passed its decision to ban
States and Union Territories
from granting licences for the
sale of liquor along National
and State highways across
the country, noting that
drunken driving was the main
culprit behind a large number
of road accidents in the country. If we go through the statistics of road accident data
2015 reveals that around
1,374 accidents and 400
deaths take place every day
on Indian roads, resulting in
57 accidents and loss of 17
lives on an average every
hour. SC has also expressed
its concern at the high
number of road accident fatalities - 1.5 lakh - every year
in India, indicating that it was
in favour of a ban on liquor

vends along highways.
Though the Supreme
Court has ban many wine
contractors who are running
liquor along national and
state highways. No law-en-

forcing authorities seem to be
concerned about stopping
them from setting up their
shops. The license of such
shops should be cancelled if
they do not comply with the
direction. No doubt, Goa is a
popular tourism destination
and has a liberal excise regime, making alcohol available at cheap rates here as
compared to neighbouring
states. The local economy
depends heavily on liquor
tourism. Easy availability
and affordable rates are the
major attractions. But the
presence of too many liquor
outlets makes youngsters
addicted to liquor. It is a
huge headache for government as there is atleast one
drunken death case every
month and most of them die

of dehydration or in accidents.
Liquor remained one of
the foremost evils of Indian
society. Liquor bank not only
on highways, but it should
be banned totally throughout the country. If we see
the miserly life of labourers,
who earns little and out of
it spends on liquor, keeping
their family, kids misery.
Since the national and state
highways are more prone to
accidents, it is the stringent
laws against drunk and rash
driving, proper and effective
enforcement of the laws and
the tough and sincere judiciary in dealing with the accidents alone could ultimately have a positive effect
in dealing with the ever
growing accidents.

Malaysia says still to establish what killed North Korean
Malaysian authorities said
on Tuesday they had still to
establish what was used to
kill the estranged half-brother
of North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un, and the body had
not been formally identified
as no next of kin have come
forward. Kim Jong Nam was
killed at Kuala Lumpur International Airport on Feb. 13
with what police believe was
a fast-acting poison. Malaysia's deputy prime minister
has previously named the victim as Kim Jong Nam, though
authorities have been unable
to conduct DNA tests.
"The cause of death and
identity are still pending," Dr
Noor Hisham Abdullah, director general of health at Malaysia's health ministry, told

reporters. The health ministry official said no DNA samples had been received from
the next of kin.
South Korean and U.S.
officials have said they believe North Korean agents
assassinated Kim Jong Nam,
who had been living in the
Chinese territory of Macau
under Beijing's protection.
Malaysia has urged Kim
Jong Nam's next-of-kin to
claim the body and help with
the inquiry, which has
sparked a diplomatic row with
North Korea, whose officials
want the body handed over
directly.
Malaysia recalled its envoy
from Pyongyang after North
Korea's ambassador in Kuala
Lumpur cast doubt on the

Wockhardt Hospitals shines with 15
awards atWorld Congress Awards 2017

Wockhardt Hospitals, a
reputed chain of tertiary care
super specialty hospitals in
India, has been recognised
for its contribution to the field
of healthcare and society. At
the recently concluded ‘World
Health & Wellness Congress
& Awards 2017’in Mumbai,
the hospital chain won 15
recognitions in the following
categories:
The World Health &
Wellness Congress & Awards
recognises
i n n ova t i ve
growth strategies and solutions adopted by companies
in the healthcare industry.
The awards recognise
projects and professionals
t h a t l e a d i n n ova t i ve
healthcare practices and
make a real difference to
p a t i e n t ’s l i ve s i n t h e

healthcare science and allied health professions.
Expressing her delight
o ver the awards and
recognitions, Ms. Zahabiya
Khorakiwala, Managing Director, Wockhardt Hospitals,
said, “Winning awards in
multiple healthcare platforms demonstrates the efforts we put into training our
people (medical, nursing,
paramedics) in order to ensure that there is no compromise whatsoever with our
patients’ health and well-being. The dedication of our
team and associates showcases that Life always Wins
at Wockhardt Hospitals. I
would like to thank my entire
team for all the hard work
and efforts taken to achieve
such heights.” (19-10)

impartiality of Malaysia's investigation and said the victim was not Kim Jong Nam.
North Korean ambassador

Kang Chol said on Monday
that his country "cannot
trust" Malaysia's handling of
the probe into the killing.

Colgate’s Oral Health Month
provided free dental check-ups

The program – which is
organized by Colgate in partnership with the Indian Dental Association (IDA) – has
provided free health checkups to over 30 million Indians,
since its inception in 2004
Colgate andIndian Dental
Association(IDA) have successfully concluded their 13th
annual Oral Health Month
(OHM) program, as a part of
their larger vision: Keep India
Smiling. With the participation
of about 34000 IDA dentists
and 6 million dental checkups, in over 1100 cities, the
Oral Health Month 2016-17
came to a spectacular close!
The Oral Health Month
program includes: imparting
dental education to school
kids; educating people on the
significance of oral hygiene&
promoting healthy oral care
habits; and free dental camps
for people of all age groups
at various locations such as
schools, malls, army canteens,
and within the mobile dental
vans. In 2004, OHM was
launched as a 6-city program
with only 70 IDA dentists.
Since
then,
it
has

grownexponentially in its
reach.
Talking about theOHM
2016
campaign,
IssamBachaalani, Managing
Director, Colgate-Palmolive
(India) Limited, said, "At
Colgate, we are dedicated to
improving the oral care habits of people across India, and
Oral Health Month (OHM) is
one of our key programs that
we have been running in
close partnership with Indian
Dental Association (IDA), for
the past 13 years. OHM provides access to IDA dentists,
as well as free dental checkups to people, across the
length & breadth of the
country. Till date, the program has provided more
than 30 million free dental
check-ups… This time alone
– through a series of dental
camps in schools, malls &
mobile vans, across multiple
cities – OHM provided free
dental check-ups to more
than 6 million Indians. We
will continue to strive towards growing oral care
awareness and to Keep India Smiling." (20-4)

Grand Finale of PRSI Sneh Milan Cricket
tournament to be held on - 26th February

ISRO Scientists
deserve KUDOS

Kudos to ISRO for successfully launching all 104 satellites in the orbit. ISRO has mastered the Art of Spacecraft
Deployment and Space Navigation. All ISRO scientists deserve appreciation for their achievement, and setting world
record. They have again proved themselves and made India
proud after successful Mars mission. The ISRO scientists
have inspires us, make us feel proud, and lift our spirits
too to outer space every time. A tribute to the perseverance of thousands of scientists and the foresight and vision of great leaders like Dhawan, Kalam and others. ISRO
is one of the most reliable names when it comes to commercial missions and the successful launch of the PSLV
C28, the heaviest commercial mission undertaken by the
Indian space agency. ISRO’s commitment, hard work and
team effort are a source of inspiration for the working
class of various organisations to achieve their goals. India
is on the rise and no one can stop her.
Vinod C. Dixit – Ahmedabad

ASEAN unsettled by China's weapon
systems, tension in South China Sea
Southeast Asian countries
see China's installation of
weapons systems in the
South China Sea as very unsettling and want to prevent
militarization and urge dialogue to stop "recent developments" from escalating,
the Philippines said on Tuesday.
Foreign ministers of the
10-member Association of
South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) were unanimous in
their concern about Beijing's
reclamation
and
militarization of manmade
islands, Philippine Foreign
Secretary Perfecto Yasay
said.
Yasay did not specify
which developments provoked the concern, but said
the bloc hoped China and the
United States would ensure
peace and stability.
"The ASEAN members
have been unanimous in
their expression of concern

about what they see as a
militarization of the region,"
Yasay told reporters after a
ministers' retreat on the Philippine island of Boracay.
The Philippines is chairman (chair) of the grouping
this year and will host its annual meetings, some of
which are joined by outside
powers, including China and
the United States.
Referring to China's artificial islands, Yasay added,
"They have noticed, very
unsettlingly, that China has
installed weapons systems in
these facilities that they have
established, and they have
expressed strong concern
about this."
Friction between the
United States and China over
trade and territory under
U.S. President Donald Trump
have fuelled worry that the
South China Sea could become a flashpoint, with
many Southeast Asian

economies are (no need are)
heavily dependent on both
powers.
China claims most of the
energy-rich waters, through
which about $5 trillion in
ship-borne trade passes
every year. Neighbours Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam
also have claims.
China on Friday completed war games involving
its own aircraft carrier that
unnerved neighbours. The
U.S. navy on Saturday said
its aircraft carrier strike
group had begun routine
patrols in the South China
Sea. Three days earlier China
warned against that, following an incident in early February when a U.S. Navy P-3
plane and a Chinese military
aircraft came close to each
other over the South China
Sea.
Yasay said ASEAN nations
recognised policies under

Trump were still "evolving"
but hoped he would unveil
them within the next few
months to provide a "more
concrete and clearer picture", especially regarding
China."We do not know the
complete picture of what this
foreign policy might be, insofar as its relationship with
China is concerned. We're,
however, hopeful that the
policy that would come out
will be positive."
He also said ASEAN
wanted a framework for devising a maritime code of
conduct between China and
the grouping to be completed by June, and Beijing
had shown it was keen for it
to be finished.
All parties should ensure
that the code, which has
made little progress since
the idea was agreed in 2002,
needed to be legally "binding and enforceable", Yasay
added.

Suicide bombers attacked
a court complex in Pakistan
on Tuesday, killing five people and wounding 20, police
officials said, the latest incident in a new surge of Islamist violence. All three of the
attackers were carrying hand
grenades and AK-47 assault
rifles, Ijaz Khan, police chief
in the northwestern district of

Charsadda, told Reuters.
One attacker blew himself
up outside the court, while
two were killed by policemen
before they could enter the
building.
"The terrorists had come
and wanted to kill as many
people as they could inside
the judicial complex," Khan
said. "Five people were killed

in the attack." Besides lawyers and judges, hundreds of
litigants visit the building
every day. A spokesman for
Jamaat-ur-Ahrar, a faction of
the Pakistani Taliban, claimed
responsibility for the attack in
a statement emailed to
media.Last week, the militant
faction released a video announcing a new campaign of
attacks against the government, including the judiciary,
police and the army.
A series of bombings last
week, in which more than
100 people were killed, has
shattered a nascent sense
that the worst of the country's militant violence might
be in the past.
The deadliest of last
week's attacks was on a famous Sufi Muslim shrine in
the southern province of
Sindh and was claimed by the

Middle-Eastern militant group
Islamic State. Islamic State
has a small but increasingly
prominent presence in Pakistan. Fighters loyal to it are
known to be operating under
different names in Pakistan to
attack the government, army
and members of religious
minorities. Most of the other
recent attacks have been
claimed by factions of the
Pakistani Taliban, which is
waging its own fight against
the government but whose
ranks have also cooperated
with, and sometimes defected to, Islamic State.
A witness, Mohammad
Shah Baz Khan, who was inside the court complex when
the attack unfolded, described scenes of panic, saying several people scaled the
walls of the building to escape.

Suicide bombers in Pakistan
kill five in attack on court

Herbalife Nutrition Partners
with Special Olympics Bharat

Herbalife, aglobal nutrition company (“Herbalife
Nutrition”) today announced
its partnership with Special
Olympics Bharat (SOB) to
support and encourage athletes wi th intellectual
disabilitiesin India.
Commenting on the partnership, Mr. Ajay Khanna,
Vice President & Country
Head – Herbalife International India said, “Supporting a healthy, active lifestyle and athletes is in the
ethos
of
Herbalife
Nutrition.For instance, in
2016 we began a partnership with the Indian Olympic Association (IOA),
through becoming the Official Nutrition Partner of the
Indian Olympic Team to Rio.

This new partnership with
Special Olympics Bharat exemplifies our commitment
to helping athletes discover
new strengths, skills and
success – on the playing
field and in life.”
B eginning with the
2017Winter Special Olympics World Games,Herbalife
Indiahas entered into a twoyear partnership with the
Special Olympics Bharat to
train athletes with intellectual disabilities; and bring
public attention to the talents and capabilities of people with intellectual disabilities- helping to change attitudes and break down barriers that excluded them
from the mainstream of the
community. (19-10)

Hospitals Register 40%
Rise in Asthma Attacks

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ahmedabad : PRSI Ahmedabad Chapter Core
Committee members today
organized a press conference
to announce that the Grand
Finale of PRSI SNEH Milan
Cricket tournament which
began last month, would be
held on forthcoming Sunday
– 26th February, 2017 at
Bhagwad Vidyapeeth Cricket
grounds. 8 teams comprising
of Media Journalists, Communication Professionals, PR
agency representatives of
renowned PR firms of the city
and young journalism students of reputed colleges and
educational institutions had
participated in this tournament with great Zeal and
enthusiasm.
The Grand Finale of the
1st PRSI Sneh Milan Cricket
tourney would be played between PRSI - KNIGHT RID-

ERS XI
(A
team of PR professionals
across various agencies) and
PRSI - Bhagwad Vidyapeeth
XI (Team comprising of
Young students of institutions
like Bhagwad Vidyapeeth,
Nirma and Tripada Educational Institute). Before this
grand finale which would begin at around 11.00 A. M , a
friendly match between Media Journalists and Sponsors
would also be held in the
morning. In the 1st Semifinals - PRSI KNIGHT RIDERS
XI defeated KINGS of SVIM
team of journalism students
from SVIM institute, Kadi by
7 wickets. In the 2nd Semifinal, PRSI - Bhagwad
Vidyapeeth XI defeated Jay
Bhole CC team of Media professionals in a nail biting finish in the last over run chase..
(19-8)
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Ahmedabad, With the
seasonal change and excessive pollution levels,
Ahmedabad is seeing a rise
in the number of asthma attacks. While annually, hospitals are seeing an increase of
10-15% in the cases of
asthma attacks, this period of
seasonal change effects a 3040% increase in the number
of patients who come to the
hospital.
“There are two challenges
for asthmatic people in this
season. One is that they
spend more time indoors assuming that the pollen is the
only factor that triggers an
attack; the other is that they
then step outdoors in the
evening, when the temperature is still low. When you’re
indoors, you breathe in
asthma triggers such as
mold, pet dander, and even
dust particles. When you go
out, you could have an
asthma attack from inhaling
the cold air. In addition, a
change in food habits (food

loaded with preservatives)
and emotional distress, especially in children who may be
having exams are other triggers,” says Dr.Hetal Shah, MD
Consultant Pulmonologist and
Intensivist, Columbia Asia
Hospital, Ahmedabad.
India ranks #4 in the most
polluted countries in the
world making the air we
breathe very unclean. Urban
air pollution is rapidly becoming an environmental problem of public concern worldwide. It influences public
health and local/regional
weather and climate. The Indian Air Quality Index (AQI)
puts Ahmedabad right among
the top five most polluted cities with a PM 2.5 concentration of 100 micrograms, frequently giving it 'Very Poor'
and 'Severe' ratings. World
Health Organization (WHO)
Air Quality Guidelines stipulate that PM2.5 (particulate
matter) over a 24-hour mean
period stand at 25 µg/m3.
(19-10)

60 countries showcase their
destinations at OTM 2017

Exhibitors from 60 countries are showcasing their
destinations at OTM 2017,
India’s largest travel trade
show from 21st to 23rd February, at the Bombay Convention & Exhibition Centre,
Mumbai. This is by far the
largest number of countries
participating in any trade
show in the country, forming
a record of its own
OTM 2017 has participation of 1134 travel organizations from 60 Countries.
These include National and
State Tourism organizations,
Hotels, Airlines, Destination
Marketing Companies and
other suppliers serving leisure
as well as business travel and
MICE (Meetings, Incentives,
Conventions and Events)
markets. 7392 travel trade
visitors have pre-registered to
attend the show. In addition,
more than 500 buyers from
travel, trade and corporate
sectors have qualified for special hosting privileges. In addition to buyers from across
India, international buyers

from countries like Kuwait,
New Zealand, Philippines,
Russia and Thailand are also
being flown in.
The dignitaries present at
the inaugural session of OTM
2017 include Sohan Singh
Thandal, Minister of Tourism,
Government of Punjab; I Gde
Pitana, Deputy Tourism Minister for Overseas Promotion
of Indonesia; H.E. Dr. Ahmed
Al Banna, UAE Ambassador
to India; H.E. Demetrios A
Theophylactou, High Commissioner, Cyprus High Commission; H.E. Erdal Sabri
Ergen, Consul General, Consulate General of Turkey in
Mumbai;Dimitrios
Tryfonopoulos, Secretary
General, Greek National
Tourism Organisation;
Datuk Seri Mirza Mohammad
Taiyab, Director General,
Tourism Malaysia; ; Ismail A
Hamid, Egyptian Tourism
Counsellor, Egyptian Tourism
Office; Guldeep Singh Sahni,
President, Outbound Tour
Operators Association of India. (1-7)

